
SPECIFIC COURSE OBJECTIVES FOR THE WEEK:

To complete your fourth project 

To make any new pictures and prepare for next week’s 
final lab/project.

Learn some basic legal, policy, and business issues 
surrounding the creation and use of images.

Legal, Policy, and Business Issues
in 

Photography 

THE RIGHT TO CAPTURE & MAKE IMAGES
Invasion of privacy
Intrusion
Obtaining a release

COPYRIGHT
Originality
Public Domain
Work for hire
Watermark

THE BUSINESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Product and service 
Stock and niche
Journalism
Fine Art

THE RIGHT TO CAPTURE & MAKE IMAGES



The Right to Make Photographs

http://www.krages.com/ThePhotographersRight.pdf

You are legally entitled to make photographs in public places 
(streets, sidewalks, parks).

Property owners may prohibit photography on their premises 
but have no right to prohibit others from photographing from 
other locations.

But... if public security or safety is involved and you’re asked to 
not photograph, you should comply.   Why?

Right to Make Photographs

Because you may or may not be legally entitled to make pictures.  
It’s likely better to err on the side of compliance.

This issue has two colliding drivers:

First, post-9/11 security concerns

Second, cell phones with multi-megapixel cameras

Stay tuned, this will not be resolved easily or soon

http://www.newsreview.com/chico/charges-against-orion-photographer-dropped/content?oid=10953

Invasion of Privacy

Intrusion

Intentional invasion of one’s physical seclusion or 
private affairs in a manner that would be highly 
offensive to a reasonable person.

Appropriation

Commercial use of one’s likeness without consent

The Threshold of Intrusion

“Highly offensive to a reasonable person”

Harassment (read: paparazzi stalking)

Most states and the Congress have enacted 
paparazzi laws 



The Threshold of Intrusion

“Highly offensive to a reasonable person”

Extraordinary technological invasion (read spy cams and huge 
lenses)

How to avoid Intrusion

1. Get a signed Model Release

2. Get a signed Model Release

3. Get a signed Model Release

4. Use depth of field to make sure anyone you 
don’t have a release from is unrecognizable.

Sample model release forms:
http://www.betterphoto.com/article.asp?id=37

MODEL RELEASE: ADULT 
I,___________(Model), for good and valuable consideration, the receipt of 

which is acknowledged, give to ____________(Photographer), his legal 
representatives, successors, and all persons or corporations acting with his 
permission, unrestricted permission to copyright and/or use, and/or publish 
photographic portraits or pictures of me, and the negatives, transparencies, 

prints, or digital information pertaining to them, in still, single, multiple, moving 
or video format, or in which I may be included in whole or in part, or 
composite, or distorted in form, or reproductions thereof, in color or 

otherwise, made through any media in his studio or elsewhere for art, or any 
other lawful purpose. I hereby waive any right that I may have to inspect and 
approve the finished product or copy that may be used in connection with an 
image that the Photographer has taken of me, or the use to which it may be 
applied. I further release the Photographer, or others for whom he is acting, 

from any claims for remuneration associated with any form of damage, foreseen 
or unforeseen, associated with the proper commercial or artistic use of these 
images unless it can be shown that said reproduction was maliciously caused, 
produced and published for the sole purpose of subjecting me to conspicuous 

ridicule, scandal, reproach, scorn and indignity. I acknowledge that the 
photography session was conducted in a completely proper and highly 

professional manner, and this release was willingly signed at its termination. I 
certify that I am not a minor, and am free and able to give such consent. 
_________________________ ___________________________ 

(Model's signature) (Date) 
_________________________________________________ (Home 

telephone number) 
_________________________________________________ (Witness) 
_________________________________________________ (Witness) 

MODEL RELEASE: MINOR 
I, ________ (Model), and the undersigned parent of the Model, for good 
and valuable consideration, the receipt of which is acknowledged, give to 
________ (Photographer), his legal representatives, successors, and all 

persons or corporations acting with his permission, unrestricted permission 
to copyright and/or use, and/or publish photographic portraits or pictures 

of the Model, and the negatives, transparencies, prints, or digital information 
pertaining to them, in still, single, multiple, moving or video format, or in 
which the Model may be included in whole or in part, or composite, or 

distorted in form, or reproductions thereof, in color or otherwise, made 
through any media in photographer's studio or elsewhere for art, or any 

other lawful purpose. We hereby waive any right that I may have to inspect 
and approve the finished product or copy that may be used in connection 
with an image that the Photographer has taken of the Model, or the use to 
which it may be applied. We further release the Photographer, or others for 

whom he is acting, from any claims for remuneration associated with any 
form of damage, foreseen or unforeseen, associated with the proper 

commercial or artistic use of these images unless it can be shown that said 
reproduction was maliciously caused, produced and published for the sole 
purpose of subjecting the Model to conspicuous ridicule, scandal, reproach, 

scorn and indignity. We acknowledge that the photography session was 
conducted in a completely proper and highly professional manner, and this 
release was willingly signed at its termination. We acknowledge that the 

Model is a minor, and certify that we have given our consents freely. 
___________________(Model's signature) 

______(Date)_______________(Phone #) ______________________ 
________________________Parent's name (Please Print)

 _________________________________(Witness) 
_________________________________ (Witness) 

__________________________________(Parent's signature) 



COPYRIGHT

What is Copyright?

Copyright is a legal recognition that creative and intellectual 
property (information) is different than other kinds of 
property. It is meant to protect the interests of those who 
create. 

Copyright is intended to protect the incentive to produce new 
value.

Copyright protects the expression of an idea in tangible 
form . . . but not the actual idea itself.

Some characteristics of Intellectual Property

High first copy cost

Variable perishability 

Replicability

For something to be copyrighted, it must have a 
minimum threshold of originality.

Minimal Threshold of Originality

Copyright only protects an “original work of authorship”

It was once thought that every photographs was “original.” 
Consequently, a photograph of a photograph in the public domain 
would have copyright protection – but the courts have changed on 
this.

Elements of originality could include:

Lighting

Cropping

Digital enhancement or editing



Please study “READING THE FINE PRINT”:

You should be able to answer the basic questions about copyright 
that are described therein.

http://www.loc.gov/teachers/copyrightmystery/text/reading/hyperlink

How Do You Protect Your Work?

You automatically own a copyright when you fix your 
work in a tangible medium.

To better protect it you should give notice or “declare 
your copyright.” To do so, write:

“Copyright” or “©”, year of creation, and your name

For example:

© 2013 Byron Wolfe

“Poor Man’s Copyright” Registration

Mail a copy to yourself

Request (and pay for) proof of delivery

Keep the unopened envelope

This amounts to proof in court that you 
produced it before a certain date.

There is no legal provision for this approach 
and isn’t recommended by the copyright 
office!

You can also officially register and give yourself additional, more 
thorough, protection.

http://www.copyright.gov/



Please study “STEPS TO COPYRIGHT”:

You should be able to answer the basic questions about copyright 
that are described therein.

http://www.loc.gov/teachers/copyrightmystery/text/reading/hyperlink

Infringing a Copyright

Any of the following infringe on copyrighted material:

Public display

Public distribution

Reproduction (copying)

Adaptation (derivative work)

Public performance

Substantial similarity and access are elements of proof 
of infringement.

http://www.benedict.com

Photos and Intellectual Property

A digital image of something with copyright protection 
may infringe the copyright of the original.

A digital image of something publicly visible may have 
copyright protection.

Someone else could make another image of the same thing 
and not infringe the copyright of the first image.

Duration of a Copyright

Published before 1923 Copyright has expired

Published 1923 to 1963 95 years, if renewed

Published 1963 to 1977 95 years

Created 1978 or later, sole author Author’s life plus 70 years

Created 1978 or later, joint authors Last living author’s life plus 70 years

Created 1978 or later, work for hire
Earliest of 95 years from publication, 120 

from creation



Public Domain

Copyright protection on photos made before 1923 has 
expired.

Anyone can copy or use the images - if they can be legally 
accessed.

A photographer can voluntarily put his/her image in the 
public domain, but it has to be done explicitly.

The photo then has no more copyright protection - ever.

The Creative Commons alternative

http://creativecommons.org/

A way of sharing, but maintaining your copyright

A way of finding copyrighted images that you can use 

An alternative way of making ideas productive

There are six different kinds of sharing licenses you 
can select.

Work For Hire

A specific exception to the general rule about 
owning copyright to things you produce:

If the creator was working for someone else and was paid to 
create, and there was no agreement to the contrary, the 
employer owns the copyright.

Evidence of Work for Hire

Creator used employer’s equipment

Creator worked at employer’s place of business

Creator paid salary or hourly

Employer exercised creative control over final 
product



Work Photos v. “My” Photos

Photojournalist, with company camera, at news 
event, makes photos of other scenes

Photos of the event are clearly work for hire

How about the others?

Even more difficult an issue with regard to free-
lance photographer on assignment

What to do?

Pre-negotiate an agreement and get it in writing.

Digital Watermark

Relatively inexpensive!

<100!$50/year

<1000! $80/year

Provides link to you for prospective buyers

Allows you to search for your images

Allows you to ID your images

Can be validated 

• http://www.digitalwatermarkingalliance.org/faqs.asp
http://www.digimarc.com/technology/about-digital-watermarking



A good source for legal issues THE BUSINESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

THE BUSINESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY: 
WHERE ARE THERE JOBS?

Digital Tech

Photojournalism, Documentary, Editorial

Art for Commerce

Fine Art

From a brochure produced by the Academy of Art University in San Francisco



From a brochure produced by the Academy of Art University in San Francisco From a brochure produced by the Academy of Art University in San Francisco

From a brochure produced by the Academy of Art University in San Francisco

Good sources for questions about the business of photography


